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How to use
Precautions

How to use

Guideline for installing dust collecting pads

* It may not be available depending on each condition that is height of ceiling, power of vacuum cleaner, 

  surface of ceiling. 

* The above chart is guideline. It is affected by not only cosumption power of vacuum cleaner but also a

   hole position, weight of hose, or ceiling surface condition.
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・When you use a vacuum cleaner which is working together with electric drill, the power of 

  vacuum cleaner is reduced. Refer to instruction manual of vacuum cleaner.

・Use an electric drill and a vacuum cleaner with different power sources not to reduce each power.

・Use it wet or dry. Using in wet drilling, please make sure to use wet vacuum cleaner.

・When you use the dust collecting pad on uneven cloth wall or so, stain caused by the adhesion 

  of dust may not be removed.

・ Use a dust collecting pad attached available plate to the inner

   of the dust collecting pad.

* Please make a hole on a plate plus 10mm to a hole diameter 

   you drill.

Using a dust collecting pads (SJP080 / 125 / V / L) with a drill bit  in small 

diameter.

*When using with Mistdia drill or IT diamond drill, please use 

  holes on the plate as a positioning guide.

  Note that hold the pad not to get out of proper position. 

* Please make a hole on a plate by yourself if there are no 

   available holes.    

Using the dust collecting pad 38 (SJP038) with a drill bit in small diameter

1. Connect a dust collecting pad to a hose of vacuum cleaner.

2. Put a dust collecting pad on drilled position and power on a vacuum cleaner.

3. Start drilling a hole.

* Note that use an available plate when you drill a small diameter.

Close the holes

* When a dust collecting pad can not attach to wall or ceiling, the adsorption force would be 

   increased by closing the holes on it. Note that use a plate together because the performance of 

   collecting dust would be reduced.

Use it if a hose of vacuum cleaner 
cannot attach to another hose.

How to connect with vacuum cleaner

If you need extra length of vacuum hose,

please purchase vacuum hose on the 

market separately.
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Use a dust collecting pad (SJP038) attached a plate 38 (SJP038P)
 to the inner of the dust collecting pad (SJP038)


